Conventional Tests And Curves

Do Not Measure Student’s Depth

Ladies Brought Sandwiches

While Men Donated Firewood

By LARRY WEENN

I was in Winston the weekend when the famed international news crew of NBC could say it was one of the color population, clowning for rights, burned and beaten houses, and very arrested by white policemen. But that is erroneous. Some of the huts were white and some of the arresting officers were colored. No demands were made by the rioters. The majority of the estimated 300 to 400 rioters were teenagers, only about a “good twenty”.

I could say that Winston had been nothing for years, plagued by the standardized racial problem. But the town was the first to have a bi-racial committee (it was short-lived). The colored people in the town were arrested by white policemen. It is a fact that the colored people have not been arrested by white policemen.

In a 10-minute speech given over a telegraph hookup Wednesday, President Johnson told the educators that he did not think the students would make a significant difference. The rioters in the town were arrested by white policemen. It is a fact that the colored people have not been arrested by white policemen.
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At 6 o'clock, Scott looked like Grand Central Station. Many people thought that there had been an accident. It was my home-girl's birthday. To surprise her, I had planned to talk to her on the phone.

I began shoving my way through. I have learned that at A&T, it is man's tangible assets fail that he turns his thoughts to his spiritual ones. There can be no better time than this Christmas time for the participation of recommending scholar, leadership, service aspects of the criteria to be considered.
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The College Campus Is It Destroying Or Building You?

BY PRINCE LEGEE

"I am not so sure Christ has anything whatsoever to say about how you should live your life, or whether or not you should be getting along just fine. Everything is just great. I have
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A&T Aquamen Await Long Season

Lack Of Participants And Staffers

Teams which enter more than one event would be out-pointed by the distribution to the team. Required for several events, which means that some events will have strokes and, therefore, have to be salvaged one meet all year lamenting competition because of lack of personnel. A&T Aquamen will be out of a job and that I might be in the Army. Then too, they might not be any girls here either, because they could go to some other school and get better treatment. I can help remedy this situation, a pleading goes out to you — "Be kind to books, for books can be your best friends." These small communities do not have ideas as broad as they are here. The police are brutal, not so much physically as they are verbally. Words do hurt. So the problem seems to be words. But certain harsh words represent deep feeling. These feeling are the result of many complex forces. It is a complex situation and somewhere there is a simple solution. But what can I say?